
 
 
 
 

HZS Series stationary concrete mixing plant is developed by SINOSUN.  

HZS Series stationary concrete mixing plant  is suitable for the commodity concrete and concrete 

construction in each kind of architectural project, including water conservancy, electric power, railroad, 

tunnel, arch of bridge, harbor-wharf and national defense project, etc. The application scope is widely 

spread.  

HZS Series stationary concrete mixing plant can mix hard concrete, plastic concrete, liquid concrete, and 

other various lightweight aggregate concrete. 

 
HZS50 stationary concrete mixing plant has the capacity of 50m³/h, adopts SM1000 Twin Shaft Concrete 

Mixer. The aggregate loading type is skip hoist hopper. 

The  concrete batching plant  and mixing plants produced by our company have involved many national 

key projects, such as highway construction, port construction.  Our concrete batch and  concrete mixing 

plant  are not popular at home but also export to all over the world. Our plants have been exported to 

Philippine, Mozambique, Burma, Togo, Peru, Oman, etc.  We can also design concrete plants according to 

your individual requirements on the base of our highest quality standards. We would like to be helpful in 

your future business success.  Besides the reliable control technology, we supply a full line of spare parts, 

such as   concrete mixer  , cement silo. Construction efficiency and safety are our primary objectives. All 

our spare parts are produced on the same production line and to the same tolerances as the original parts. 

Our spare parts could guarantee the highest performance of your concrete batch & mixing plant.  We also 

commit to turnkey solutions and diversified service to ensure total customer satisfaction.  Our mobile 

concrete plants include modular mobile concrete mixing plant and hauling   mobile concrete mixing 

plant  . 

************************************************************************************ 

   Advantages of mobile concrete mixing plant: 
1. Our mobile concrete mixing plants require less installation area required due to its compact design. 

Our mobile batching plant is popular for its quick and easy installation and operation in- 2-3 days to start 

concrete production and one day for disassembling. 

2. Our mobile concrete   plant gives you the advantage of direct feeding of mixed material into transit 

mixer or concrete pump. With our mobile concrete mixing plant, the concrete transportation cost can be 

minimized. 

 

This series of mobile concrete mixing plant is the ideal choice for projects that require frequent movement 

from one construction site to another. 

YHAS35 Mobile Concrete Mixing Plant adopts twin-shaft compulsory mixer, folding three-hopper burden 

machine. 

Its characteristics are unique car chassis design, multi-language Windows operating interface, electricity 

gas water Express plug, a high degree of automation, disassembly and convenient mobility. 

SINOSUN Group is one of China's dominant   concrete mixing plant manufacturer  and exporters. 

 concrete batching plant   and    concrete mixer   are our specialty.  
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Our   concrete mixing plant   is not popular at home but also export to all over the world. Our plants have 

been exported to Philippine, Mozambique, Burma, Togo, Peru, Oman, etc. 

Our mobile concrete plants include modular mobile concrete mixing plant and hauling   mobile concrete 

mixing plant    . 

We can also design concrete plants according to your individual requirements on the base of our highest 

quality standards. We would like to be helpful in your future business success. 

 

************************************************************************************ 

Our concrete mixers include planetary concrete mixer and twin-shaft concrete mixer.Planetary Concrete 

Mixers not only applies to produce common commercial concrete and precast concrete but also have 

solved many problems about High Performance Concrete mixing. 

Twin-shaft concrete mixer has strong mixing capacity, the mixing effect is especially good for 

dry-and-hard, half of the dry-and-hard, plastic and each of the allocated proportion concrete. 

China  concrete mixing plant manufacturer  and supplier.We offer  concrete batching plant  , 

  concrete mixing plant   and   concrete mixer   . 

Our  mobile concrete mixing plant   include modular mobile concrete mixing plant and hauling mobile 

concrete mixing plant. 

 

 
 

 
SINOSUN Group is one of China's dominant  water well drill rig manufacture and exporters. 

Water well drilling rig  and drilling rig  components are our specialty. We supply precised whole water 

well drilling rigs at very competitive prices. 

   

 Our  water well drilling rigs for sale  are widely used in domestic water conservancy, mining and other 

systems and also exported to Southeast Asia, Africa and South America. 

 

 We supply a full line of drilling rig packages:  truck  water well drilling rigs  , trailer water well drilling 

rigs  and  Small water well drilling rig . We also supply air compressor, drill hammer, dill rod and drill bits 

for immediate shipment.  

The  concrete batching plant   

and mixing plants produced by our company have involved many  

national key projects, such as highway construction, port construction. 

  Our concrete batch and   concrete mixing plant   

are not popular at home but also export to all over the world. 

  Besides the reliable control technology, we supply a full line of  

spare parts, such as   concrete mixer  , 

cement silo.  

 We also commit to turnkey solutions and diversified service  

to ensuretotal customer satisfaction.  Our mobile concrete plants  
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include modular mobile concrete mixing plant and hauling  

  mobile concrete mixing plant    . 

  

 

The concrete batching plant and mixing plants produced by our company have involved many national 

key projects, such as highway construction, port construction. Our concrete batch and concrete mixing 

plant are not popular at home but also export to all over the world. Our plants have been exported to 

Philippine, Mozambique, Burma, Togo, Peru, Oman, etc. We can also design concrete plants according 

to your individual requirements on the base of our highest quality standards. We would like to be helpful 

in your future business success. Besides the reliable control technology, we supply a full line of spare 

parts, such as concrete mixer , cement silo. Construction efficiency and safety are our primary objectives. 

All our spare parts are produced on the same production line and to the same tolerances as the original 

parts. Our spare parts could guarantee the highest performance of your concrete batch & mixing plant. 

We also commit to turnkey solutions and diversified service to ensure total customer satisfaction. Our 

mobile concrete plants include modular mobile concrete mixing plant and haulingmobile concrete mixing 

plant . China Drilling rig manufacturer and supplier.We offer Water Well Drill Rig including, Mining drill 

rig， Trailer Mounted Drilling Rig Crawler Drill Rigs, Hydraulic Drilling rig . SINOSUN Group is one of 

China's dominant water well drill rig manufacture and exporters. Water well drilling rig and drilling rig 

components are our specialty. Our water well drilling rig for saleare widely used in domestic water 

conservancy, mining and other systems and also exported to Southeast Asia, Africa and South America. 

We supply a full line of drilling rig packages: truck water well drilling rigs,trailer water well drilling 

rigs and Small water well drilling rig . Our Drilling rig for water well have been involved in the instruction 

of Henan Yellow River Bridge, Maanshan Yangtze River Bridge and Jiangsu Runyang Bridge, etc. 

 

 

SINOSUN Group is one of China's dominant water well drill rig manufacture and exporters. Water 

well drilling rig and drilling rig components are our specialty. Our water well drilling rig for sale are 

widely used in domestic water conservancy, mining and other systems and also exported to 

Southeast Asia, Africa and South America. We supply a full line of drilling rig packages: truck water 

well drilling rigs,trailer water well drilling rigs and Small water well drilling rig . Our Drilling rig for 

water well have been involved in the instruction of Henan Yellow River Bridge, Maanshan Yangtze 

River Bridge and Jiangsu Runyang Bridge, etc. 
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